uvex business casual

Look good, be safe

uvex business casual

protecting people
Smart all-round shoes

Whether in the office or the production area: the new safety footwear range 'uvex business casual' is ideal for a range of workplace environments.
Sporty
Stylish
Comfortable
Safe

uvex business casual
9510.2 S1 P SRC, 9510.8 S1 SRC
uvex business casual
9510.2 S1 P SRC, 9510.8 S1 SRC

Sporty design, discreet protection
The versatile styling of the uvex business casual 9510 safety shoe provides reliable and comfortable protection. Also available in a S1 P version with steel toe cap and steel midsole.

Stylish

High-quality materials
The supple, high-quality leather and premium textiles create a durable, modern look with high levels of comfort and hygiene for healthy feet.

Comfortable fit
The new, anatomically shaped lasts provide increased stability, supporting the natural movement of the foot without limiting flexibility.

Sporty

Optimum climate control
Ultra-breathable leather upper and textile lining regulates foot temperature maintaining the optimum 'in shoe' environment. The uvex climate comfort insoles remove moisture and dry completely overnight.

Comfortable fit
The ergonomic sole design and SRC rating delivers excellent slip resistance.

Safe

Shock absorption
The lightweight dual density PUR (polyurethane) outsole and removable comfort insole have outstanding shock absorption characteristics which help reduce fatigue and the potential for musculoskeletal conditions.
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Fashionable Casual Lightweight Safe
Comfortable, uncompromising safety
The lightweight design and outstanding shock absorption characteristics of the 'uvex business casual 9511 S1 P SRC' safety shoe delivers maximum wearer comfort, helping to reduce fatigue even after a long day in the office or on the manufacturing floor.
Classic
Elegant
Reliable
Safe
Industrial health and safety at its most elegant

The lightweight ‘uvex business casual 9512’ safety shoe styling complements formal dress.

Also available in a S1 P version with steel toecap and steel midsole.

High-quality materials.

The soft and supple leather upper of this classic ‘wingtip Derby brogue’ coupled with high-quality functional textiles results in a comfortable, elegant style and healthy feet.

Shock absorption

The lightweight dual density PUR (polyurethane) outsole and removable comfort insole have outstanding shock absorption characteristics which help reduce fatigue and the potential for musculoskeletal conditions.

Safety with every step

The ergonomic sole design and SRC rating delivers excellent slip resistance.

Comfortable fit

The new, anatomically shaped lasts provides increased stability, supporting the natural movement of the foot without limiting flexibility.

Optimum climate control

Ultra-breathable leather upper and textile lining regulates foot temperature maintaining the optimum ‘in shoe’ environment. The uvexclimate comfort insole remove moisture and dries completely overnight.

The uvex ‘climate comfort’ insoles remove moisture and dries completely overnight.

Industrial health and safety at its most elegant

The lightweight ‘uvex business casual 9512’ safety shoe styling complements formal dress. Also available in a S1 P version with steel toecap and steel midsole.
uvex business casual
impeccably styled, exceptional protection
Smart all-round shoes
From classically elegant to sports casual: choose from a range of ‘uvex business casual’ safety shoes to complement any work outfit while delivering optimum protection.

9512.2 S1 P SRC
Art. No. 9522
Width 11
Norm EN ISO 20345:2011 S1 P SRC
Sizes 38–48

9512.8 S1 SRC
Art. No. 9528
Width 11
Norm EN ISO 20345:2011 S1 SRC
Sizes 38–48

9511.2 S1 P SRC
Art. No. 9512
Width 11
Norm EN ISO 20345:2011 S1 P SRC
Sizes 38–48

9510.2 S1 P SRC
Art. No. 95102
Width 11
Norm EN ISO 20345:2011 S1 P SRC
Sizes 38–48

9510.8 S1 SRC
Art. No. 95108
Width 11
Norm EN ISO 20345:2011 S1 SRC
Sizes 38–48

uvex medicare offers orthopaedic adjustments in accordance with German Social Accident Insurance (DGUV) 112-191 (formerly BGR 191) and the Austrian ÖNORM standard Z 1259

Free of lacquer wetting inhibitors